EraSearch Observability and Analytics
Platform for Log Management
What is EraSearch?

KEY USE CASES

With the move to cloud-native environments, modern IT teams need to manage an explosion

• Log Management

of data. Currently available tooling is either cost prohibitive, hard to manage, or both.

• Cloud Observability

As a result, IT organizations are forced to make hard architectural decisions and pick and
choose what data to collect, creating critical visibility gaps. Enter EraSearch.

• Kubernetes Monitoring

EraSearch is an observability and analytics platform that allows enterprises to unlock more

• Infrastructure Monitoring

critical insights from their log data. The EraSearch platform collects, indexes, and analyzes

• Application Management

log data from cloud environments, containerized applications, and microservices, allowing
enterprise IT - DevOps, platform, SRE, infrastructure, and application teams - to deliver cloud

• DevOps Toolchain Visibility

services faster and 90% cheaper. EraSearch is built on the transformative EraDB database
architecture. It is an essential tool for enterprise teams who need a high-performing log
management platform optimized for a massive volume of logs at an affordable cost.

Providing benefits in cost,

With EraSearch, DevOps teams can make data-driven operational decisions about their

scalability, and simplicity of

cloud applications and infrastructures without worrying about the volume of data collected.

object storage, Era enables

They can track and analyze incidents and trends. EraSearch accelerates innovation by
freeing engineers from the toil of managing observability infrastructures while improving

companies to reap the full

team collaboration with unified access to data. As a result, modern IT teams can improve

value of their log data

user experience by delivering more stable and uninterrupted cloud services.
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With unified access and analysis of petabytes of log data, executives can glean new business
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insights and uncover new revenue streams while understanding key customer trends.

ERASEARCH ARCHITECTURE
Built on efficient EraDB Kubernetes-based architecture featuring decoupled compute and storage, low-cost object storage and automatic indexing.
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Key Features
MAIN BENEFITS

Feature

Description

• Save 90% on your logging cost

Analyze all your log data
faster and 90% cheaper

EraSearch is up to 90% more cost efficient than traditional
log management tools due to the innovative EraDB
architecture, which delivers best-in-class performance
and compression. It features decoupled compute and
storage, low-cost object storage, zero-schema design,
and automatic indexing, allowing teams to collect, store
and analyze all their log data in one place.

Troubleshoot and iterate
quickly with the lightningfast query performance

EraSearch queries are extremely fast and highly optimized
for storing and analyzing high-volume log data.

Deploy on any cloud or
on-prem

Built on top of Kubernetes architecture, EraSearch is cloud
agnostic, helping you observe, run, and deploy cloud
services anywhere.

Get enterprise visibility

The EraSearch intuitive UI allows you to understand and
resolve issues across the enterprise.

Resolve issues proactively

EraSearch delivers analytics-driven alerting to help
identify and resolve application, infrastructure,
operational, or code problems early.

Scale your cloud
services reliably

You can focus on growing your cloud service, confident
that EraSearch avoids the exponential cost, complexity,
or performance impact associated with scaling traditional
tools. EraSearch’s elastic architecture is optimized for
Kubernetes-run deployments. Every tier can scale up or
down according to user demand, making EraSearch a
perfect fit for environments with fluctuating log volumes
such as containers, edge, ML & IoT.

Get immediate visibility
without blind spots

All log data is ready to be searched as soon as it is
ingested, enabling teams to resolve any operational or
production issues faster, which is essential for DevOps
teams that make fleet-wide container updates frequently.

Get 12 months of data
retention with dynamic
synchronized caching

Monitor long-term trends and service fluctuations with
easy access to log data, stored in durable object storage
and always kept up to date.

Integrate with existing
popular tooling

Built for the API-first world, EraSearch is extensible and
seamlessly integrates with popular tools such as Slack,
Telegraf, Vector, and Kafka

Elasticsearch API

EraSearch supports a subset of the Elasticsearch API,
making it ideal for organizations looking to lower costs
and avoid the operational toil of managing Elasticsearch
deployments.

Get unified access to all
observability data and
improve collaboration

With unified access to all log data in real time, modern IT
teams can collaborate more efficiently, eliminating costly
war rooms.

• Eliminate engineering toil of
managing Elasticsearch
• Get 4x faster queries
• Unlock new operational and business
insights from centralizing all log data
• Improve engineering productivity
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